A volcanically triggered regime shift in the subpolar North Atlantic Ocean as a possible origin of the Little Ice Age
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Abstract. Among the climatological events of the last millennium, the Northern Hemisphere Medieval Climate Anomaly succeeded by the Little Ice Age are of exceptional importance. The origin of these regional climate anomalies remains a subject of debate and besides external influences like solar and volcanic activity, internal dynamics of the climate system might have also played a dominant role. Here, we present transient last millennium simulations of the fully coupled model of intermediate complexity Climber 3e forced with stochastically reconstructed wind-stress fields. Our results indicate that short-lived volcanic eruptions might have triggered a cascade of sea ice–ocean feedbacks in the North Atlantic, ultimately leading to a persistent regime shift in the ocean circulation. We find that an increase in the Nordic Sea sea-ice extent on decadal timescales as a consequence of major volcanic eruptions in our model leads to a spin-up of the subpolar gyre and a weakened Atlantic meridional overturning circulation, eventually causing a persistent, basin-wide cooling. These results highlight the importance of regional climate feedbacks such as a regime shift in the subpolar gyre circulation for understanding the dynamics of past and future climate.

1 Introduction

The so-called Little Ice Age (LIA), a period of cool temperatures over the Northern Hemisphere, is among the most debated climatological events of the Holocene. Tree-ring reconstructions from central Europe reveal a reduction in summer temperature of 1 K and more (Büntgen et al., 2011) and the successive agro-ecological and socioeconomic downturn might have set the field for the outbreak of the “Thirty Years’ War”, one of the most destructive episodes in pre-industrial Europe (Zhang et al., 2011a). Even though the term Little Ice Age is widely used in the literature, a coherent definition did not emerge due to a substantial variance in the climate signal between different geographical regions and records. Jones and Mann (2004) define it as a period from 1300–1450 AD to 1850–1900 including several warmer and colder episodes. Since the LIA coincides with a series of minima in sunspot activity, it has been interpreted as an example of the importance of multi-decadal variations in the total solar irradiance (TSI) to the earth’s climate (Eddy, 1976), a hypothesis investigated in a range of model simulations of the last millennium (e.g., Crowley, 2000; Zorita et al., 2004; Swingedouw et al., 2012). Recent TSI reconstructions, however, estimate the changes in the radiative forcing over the last millennium to be of the order of 0.2–0.7 W m\textsuperscript{−2} as compared to the 2008/2009 solar minimum with a tendency towards the lower end (Jansen et al., 2007; Gray et al., 2010). In a modeling study, these low estimates have been shown to yield results that are consistent with Northern Hemisphere temperature reconstructions (Feulner, 2011). In these simulations, LIA cooling is dominated by the effect of volcanic eruptions, an alternative hypothesis that was suggested earlier (Robock, 1979; Crowley, 2000). Other models, however, cannot reproduce the magnitude of the MCA–LIA transition (Eby et al., 2013; Fernández-Donado et al., 2013), indicating a possible contribution of internal climate variability to the observed cooling. Internal variability of the climate system can lead to pronounced climate anomalies, though model simulations suggest that long-term anomalies like the LIA cannot be sustained without external forcing (Hunt, 2006).
Reconstructions suggest a slowing down of the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) during the LIA (e.g., Broecker, 2000; Lund et al., 2006) and model results indicate a multi-decadal to centennial internal variability of the AMOC (Menary et al., 2011). North Atlantic sea surface temperatures exhibit a periodic signal, the Atlantic multi-decadal oscillation (AMO), on timescales of 50–70 yr in observational records (Schlesinger and Ramankutty, 1994; Parker et al., 2007) as well as in paleo-reconstructions over the last 8000 yr (Knudsen et al., 2011). This oscillation is found to be closely coupled to AMOC dynamics in coupled general circulation models (Knight et al., 2005; Pohlmann et al., 2009). Park and Latif (2011) report several modes of AMOC variability in the KCM coupled general circulation model with a multi-decadal mode that dominates in the North Atlantic and a quasi-centennial mode that is found to originate in the Southern ocean. Wind-driven mixing in the Southern ocean is a key driver of the overturning system (Kuhlbrodt et al., 2007), and variable wind forcing might contribute significantly to AMOC variability (Hunt, 2011).

Concerning possible external drivers of AMOC changes, Otterå et al. (2010) presented model results indicating that volcanic eruptions, despite the short lifetime of their atmospheric imprint, may be an important driver of multi-decadal AMOC variability. The climatic impact of volcanic eruptions comprises dynamic responses of a variety of internal modes of the global climate system (e.g., Robock, 2000; Timmreck, 2012) that can persist on multi-decadal timescales (Zanchettin et al., 2011).

Decadally-paced volcanic forcing has been reported to result in persistent changes in North Atlantic climate on centennial timescales (Zhong et al., 2010). In contrast, other studies find little imprint of volcanic eruptions on the AMOC (Ortega et al., 2011; Hofer et al., 2011) or report a diverse set of responses over the last millennium (Mignot et al., 2011). In a model intercomparison, even more contradictory findings between different models and reconstructions are reported making the question of the origins of the LIA puzzling (Fernández-Donado et al., 2013). Ensemble simulations with models of intermediate complexity indicate the importance of internal and regional climate variability when identifying the systems response to external forcing (Goosse et al., 2005, 2012b).

Considering changes in the atmospheric dynamics, the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) is the leading atmospheric mode of North Atlantic climate variability (Hurrell and Deser, 2009). Reconstructions suggest that the MCA was characterized by a persistent positive NAO (Trouet et al., 2009; Olsen et al., 2012), followed by a transition into a more variable state including strongly negative episodes during the LIA. Model results and observations indicate that those strong negative NAO episodes might have contributed significantly to winter cooling in northern and central Europe (Gouirand et al., 2006). Besides other reconstruction that lag a prominent MCA–LIA transition in the NAO index (Cook et al., 2002), multi-ensemble studies with complex coupled climate models also fail to reproduce a persistent NAO strong state during the MCA (Lehner et al., 2012).

An increase in sea-ice extent was found in the western Nordic seas, interrupted by short periods of greatly reduced ice cover (Macias Fauria et al., 2009). Reconstructions for the whole Arctic ocean even suggest an overall decrease in sea-ice extent over the LIA (Kinnard et al., 2011), again illustrating the irregular spatial pattern of climate anomalies during this episode and highlighting the importance of regional climate feedbacks.

Here, we present a systematic approach to separate the impacts of changes in TSI, volcanism, greenhouse gas emissions and reconstructed wind-stress variability on the North Atlantic Ocean during the last millennium. We compare our outcome to multi-proxy reconstructions and suggest a mechanism for the MCA–LIA transition.

## 2 Model and experiments

### 2.1 Model description

The simulations presented in this study where performed with the intermediate-complexity climate model CLIMBER-3α (Montoya et al., 2005). Its oceanic component is based on the GFDL MOM-3 code (Pacanowski and Griffies, 1999), with 24 variably spaced vertical levels, a coarse horizontal resolution of 3.75°, a background vertical diffusivity of $\kappa_h = 0.3 \times 10^{-4}$ m$^2$ s$^{-1}$ and an eddy-induced tracer advection with a thickness diffusion coefficient of $\kappa_{\text{glm}} = 250$ m$^2$ s$^{-1}$. It contains a coarse resolution statistical dynamical atmosphere (Petoukhov et al., 2000) and a thermodynamic/dynamic sea-ice component (Fichefet and Maqueda, 1997).

CLIMBER-3α was found to reproduce large-scale characteristics of the global climate system. On the regional scale, the coarse model resolution and the simplified atmosphere limit its capabilities. For a comprehensive discussion of the model performance and comparison with observational data see Montoya et al. (2005).

Due to the coarse resolution, the SPG circulation does not extend into the Labrador Sea and therefore subpolar convection is limited to the central Irminger basin. The overflows over the Denmark strait are too strong resulting in an overestimated ice export by the East Greenland Current. Winter sea-ice extent over the Labrador Sea is found to exceed observations.

The area of deep convection in the Greenland Basin compares well with observations of mixed layer depth (de Boyer Montégut et al., 2004). CLIMBER-3α was used in a variety of model intercomparison studies on the last millennium.
millennium (Jansen et al., 2007; Eby et al., 2013) and on AMOC stability (Gregory et al., 2005; Stouffer et al., 2006).

### 2.2 Experiment design

In our modeling study of the last-millennium, the TSI reconstruction by Steinhilber et al. (2009) is applied, supplemented by the record by Wang et al. (2008) from 1850 onwards as recommended by the Paleoclimate Modeling Intercomparison Project (PMIP3). This reconstructed time series has been shown to yield hemispheric temperatures in CLIMBER-3 close to ensemble reconstructions over the last millennium (Feulner, 2011).

For the volcanic forcing, the time series by Crowley (2000) is used and anthropogenic aerosols and greenhouse gas forcings follow the PMIP3 recommendations (Schmidt et al., 2011). The time series for the TSI only and the combined short-wave forcing is shown in Fig. 1a. Aerosol forcing is only considered in its direct impact on the TSI, since our atmospheric component lacks a sufficient representation of other climate impacts of aerosol release.

Since our statistical-dynamical atmosphere does not produce internal variability, we externally prescribed wind-stress by a stochastic construction method utilizing the 1049 to 1995 winter NAO reconstruction index by Trouet et al. (2009) and the annual surface wind-stress anomalies from the National Centers for Atmospheric Prediction (NCEP) and National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) reanalysis data from 1948 to 2009 (Kalnay et al., 1996). A similar, though non-stochastic approach is presented in Sedláček and Mysak (2009) with the UVic model and based on the NAO reconstruction by Luterbacher et al. (2002) for the period from 1500 AD onwards. In a first step, we derived the standard deviation of the winter NAO index as provided by Hurrel (2012) giving a standard deviation of 1 for the period 1899 to 2012. Assuming that the distribution provides a statistically independent probability for the index of a mean state, it allows us to construct wind-stress time series for the entire 1049 to 1995 period. For each year in the Trouet et al. (2009) time series, the index is set as the mean of a normal distribution with the derived standard deviation. This distribution is taken as the probability distribution to sample years out of the NCEP 1948 to 2009 period using inverse transform sampling. One resulting time series is exemplarily shown in the lower panel of Fig. 1 in comparison with the reconstructions by Trouet et al. (2009).

It is unlikely that North Atlantic wind-fields over the last millennium with greatly varying regional climate conditions will be sufficiently represented by a construction procedure based on a 60 yr time series. In particular, for the reconstructed persistent positive NAO-phase during the MCA, this method leads to weaker NAO reconstructions due to the lack of particular high NAO years in the time series. Our purely statistical method is not capable to capture the physical processes behind NAO variations. The comparison of an ensemble constructed using this stochastic procedure can however yield interesting insights into how the atmospheric component influences North Atlantic Oceanic variability. An ensemble of 10 stochastic wind-stress time series is created and all experiments are performed for all ensemble members. These wind-stress time series are added to a prescribed climatology (Trenberth et al., 1989). From 1948 onwards, the anomalies according to the NCEP reconstruction are applied for all ensemble members.

Subpolar oceanic resonance to atmospheric forcing in our model is enhanced to reproduce observed variability when a constant freshwater forcing offset is applied over the convective region in the Nordic seas (63.75°–78.75° N and 11.25° W–10° E) as shown in Mengel et al. (2012). The offset applied in their model study is 15 mSv and thereby within the range of natural variability as estimated by Curry and Mauritzen (2005) for the second half of the 20th century. In the model results presented here, no freshwater offset is applied. But to test the sensitivity hypothesis, we additionally performed ensemble simulations with a small freshwater offset of 5 mSv in the Nordic seas.

All runs were started from an equilibrium simulation with a constant CO₂ concentration of 277 ppm and a solar constant of 1361 W m⁻² according to Kopp and Lean (2011), which was spun-up over 200 yr starting in the year 850. For the 5 mSv experiment, the constant freshwater offset is applied.
During spin-up, the applied wind-stress anomalies are based on the NCEP/NCAR 1948–2009 wind-stress time series. To avoid discontinuities the 1948–2009 period is combined with reversed 2009–1948 time series (Mengel et al., 2012). The resulting 122 yr time series is cyclic and continuously applied during spin-up. The volcanic forcing mirrored from the years 1000–1150 was applied for the 850–1000 period.

3 Results

As depicted in Fig. 2b, the ensemble mean without a freshwater offset exhibits a persistent switch in the circulation regime of the subpolar gyre (SPG) during the late 17th century with a large spread for the different stochastic wind-stress forcing reconstructions. The regime shift in the SPG circulation is the result of a cascade of self-amplifying feedbacks as discussed in Levermann and Born (2007) and Mengel et al. (2012). A stronger SPG entrains more saline North Atlantic Current (NAC) waters in the subpolar region thus strengthening subpolar convection. Increased subpolar convection leads to a cooling and densification of the SPG center and thereby to a baroclinic intensification of the SPG. Due to increased NAC entrainment, the overflows over the Greenland–Scotland Ridge (GSR) are reduced and the impact of this regional regime shift on the AMOC is negative. In equilibrium, the AMOC at 30N is found to be about 6.5 % weaker in the strong compared to the SPG weak regime in our model (Mengel et al., 2012).

In the simulations presented here, the SPG regime shift is accompanied by a transient AMOC reduction of about 5 % between MCA and LIA and an increase in sea ice over the Nordic seas (North Atlantic Sea-Ice Extent (NASIE), 40° W–20° E, 64° N–80° N; see Fig. 2a) that is consistent with sea-ice reconstructions by Macias Fauria et al. (2009).

A multi-stable SPG circulation regime has been reported for a variety of climate models (Born et al., 2013; Schulz et al., 2007) and SPG variability has been found to dominate the multi-decadal AMOC variability signal in various model studies (e.g., Msadek and Frankignoul, 2009; Park and Latif, 2011). The SPG spin-up exhibits a threshold behavior in our model (Mengel et al., 2012) and is very sensitive to small changes in the western Nordic seas freshwater budget and atmospheric variability. We conducted the same model ensemble simulations with an additional freshwater offset in the Nordic seas of 5 mSv (blue, as described above) and found a switch in the ensemble mean around 1450 in line with the onset time of the LIA in most climate records. When comparing model ensemble results with an AMO reconstruction index by Mann et al. (2009), we find better agreement between the 5 mSv offset ensemble and the reconstructions in the 16th and 17th century (Fig. 2d).

The actual timing of the transition should not be over-interpreted, since its very sensitive to minor changes in the North Atlantic freshwater budget and also exhibits a considerable ensemble spread (compare Fig. 2). Yet, our results indicate that a transition in the SPG circulation regime might have been triggered during the onset of the LIA.

To identify the driving processes behind this basin-wide circulation shift, we decomposed the external forcings for all reconstructed wind-stress time series (Fig. 3) without additional freshwater offset. Again, great variations between the ensemble members are found, indicating the importance of atmospheric forcing on North Atlantic Ocean dynamics.

Paleo-reconstructions as well as GCM studies suggest a positive NAO state as a dynamical impact of tropical volcanic eruptions possibly leading to a European winter warming (e.g., Stenchikov et al., 1998; Kirchner et al., 1999; Shindell, 2004; Fischer et al., 2007). Within methodological limitations, the NAO reconstruction by Trouet et al. (2009) thus incorporates effects of volcanic eruptions and changes in the
total solar irradiance. Restricted by our statistical approach as discussed above, these imprints are also present in our reconstructed wind-stress time series.

In our modeling study, wind-stress forcing alone (WIND, grey curve) did not lead to a full spin-up of the SPG and corresponding AMOC reduction during the LIA, but only resulted in a moderate signal in the 18th century. When compared to the reference AMO signal (Fig. 3d), atmospheric forcing alone also lacks some prominent features of the reconstruction, most importantly the cooling during the LIA. This picture does not change much, if TSI plus anthropogenic CO\(_2\) changes are applied (blue curve), ruling out changes of the TSI as the major origin of LIA cooling of the North Atlantic in our model experiments. These conclusions are, however, based on the TSI reconstruction applied; the result may look different for TSI reconstructions showing larger variability. In contrast to the weak response to TSI forcing, volcanic and wind-stress forcing combined (VOLC, in red) already leads to dynamics very similar to the full forcing case until 1850 (FULL, purple). From this forcing decomposition, we find in accordance with Otterå et al. (2010) and Miller et al. (2012) volcanic forcing to be the dominant driver of pre-industrial North Atlantic variability with both an atmospheric as well as an oceanic response being evident.

In our model simulations, anthropogenic aerosol emissions, which are only incorporated in the FULL case, have a profound impact on the North Atlantic climate system. In TSI and VOLC, the increase in anthropogenic CO\(_2\) emissions after 1850 immediately results in a NASIE reduction, SPG weakening and AMOC increase that is greatly delayed in FULL, whereas the NASIE reaches MCA levels in the late 20th century in good agreement with reconstructions (Kinnard et al., 2011). Additionally, we can conclude that profound NASIE reduction leads to SPG weakening in our model simulations.

To support these findings, we conducted the last millennium simulations without prescribed atmospheric variability for TSI and volcanic forcing separately (including anthropogenic CO\(_2\) forcing). As shown in Fig. 4, there is little to no variability in the TSI forcing only scenario, whereas in the volcanic forcing only run a sea-ice increase, SPG spin-up and AMOC reduction cascade is induced by a series of volcanic eruptions in the early 17th century.
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**Fig. 3.** To identify the driving processes behind SPG and AMOC dynamics, the different forcings applied are treated separately (bold: ensemble mean, light: individual members). Pure prescribed wind forcing (WIND) is shown in grey, wind plus changes in the solar irradiance only (TSI) in blue, wind plus volcanic forcing in red (VOLC) and the combination of all forcings (FULL) in purple. Anthropogenic CO\(_2\) is applied in TSI, VOLC and FULL. (a) NASIE, (b) SPG, (c) AMOC and (d) AMO anomalies in comparison with the reconstruction time series by Mann et al. (2009).
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**Fig. 4.** Last millennium simulations for TSI (blue) and volcanic forcing only (red) without prescribed wind-stress. (a) NASIE, (b) AMOC and (c) SPG.
4 Discussion

The AMOC has been found to be very sensitive to the sea-ice extent in the northern convection region in a variety of climate models (Oka et al., 2012), and it has been proposed by Zhong et al. (2010) that the sea-ice increase due to decadally-paced volcanism might have been the trigger of a persistent AMOC weakening during the LIA. As an initial response to a major volcanic eruption we also find a substantial increase in sea-ice extent in the western Nordic seas, in particular over the Nordic seas convection sites as shown in Fig. 5a. This increase in sea-ice cover reduces ocean heat release and thereby hinders convection in our model. Consequently, overflows over the Greenland–Scotland Ridge are reduced as shown in Fig. 5d, and a cascade of feedbacks leads to a spin-up of the SPG as described above.

Our results suggest that sea-ice increase as a consequence of volcanic eruptions can trigger the SPG regime shift in our model and that this sea-ice forcing has to be persistent in time for longer than the imprint of a single volcanic eruption.

To test this hypothesis we prescribed JFM sea-ice coverage over the northern convection region (Fig. 5a grey box) to be fully covered as after volcanic eruptions in a control run with constant TSI and without prescribed atmospheric variability. As depicted in Fig. 5b, such an abrupt increase in sea ice leads to a reduction in the overflows with a lag of several years, a slowing down of the AMOC and a spin-up of the SPG on multi-decadal timescales (solid line). We stopped this artificial sea-ice prescription after 15 yr (dashed line) and found this forcing period to be sufficient to trigger the feedback cascade. Unlike the abrupt strengthening of the SPG in the continuous scenario after 50 yr (Fig. 5e), the SPG spin-up for the 15 yr scenario is more uniform. The persistent increase in sea ice for the continuous scenario leads to an increased sea-ice export to the subpolar North Atlantic that weakens subpolar convection and blocks the SPG spin-up for several decades.

A sea-ice forcing period of 5 yr (Fig. 5 dotted lines) is found to be insufficient to trigger our sea-ice–ocean feedbacks and all relevant quantities are found to recover on decadal timescales. Our conceptual experiment therefore supports the suggestion by Zhong et al. (2010) that decadally-paced volcanic forcing can lead to North Atlantic regime shifts that persist on a centennial timescale. However, the dynamic of the SPG in their study of the CCSM3 model are opposite to our findings. They report a weakening of the overflows and the subpolar overturning cell as a reaction to volcanic forcing, the latter induced by increased sea-ice export to the Labrador Sea through the East Greenland Current. In the ensemble average, we find a weak decrease in the annual Nordic seas sea-ice export from 14.2 mSv freshwater equivalent in the 12th century to about 12.1 mSv freshwater equivalent in the 19th century. More importantly, this sea ice is not reaching our subpolar convection site, but is limited to the boundary current. We cannot rule out that this is due to the displacement of our subpolar convection site from the Labrador Sea to the central Irminger Sea. A recent high resolution model study also reports an anti-correlation of AMOC and SPG dynamics (Zhang et al., 2011b) depending on the strength of the GSR overflows. Observations combined with high-resolution modeling do not indicate a correlation between AMO and SPG over the last 50 yr (Hátún et al., 2009). Model studies of the North Atlantic during the Eemian also highlight the importance of sea-ice dynamics for the AMOC (Born et al., 2009).

5 Conclusions

There is a growing body of evidence for the importance of volcanic eruptions as a pacemaker of North Atlantic climate variability on centennial timescales (e.g., Otterå et al., 2010; Mignot et al., 2011; Zhong et al., 2010). Here, we conducted model experiments utilizing reconstructions of atmospheric variability indicating that TSI changes alone cannot explain the pronounced North Atlantic cooling during the LIA. Our findings suggest that volcanic eruptions might have triggered local sea ice–ocean feedbacks that ultimately led to a slowing...
down of the AMOC during the LIA as it is present in multiproxy reconstructions.

As a basis of the stochastic generation of wind-stress field time series applied, we used a reconstruction of the NAO index by Trouet et al. (2009) that shows a distinguished shift from a persistent positive NAO to a more oscillatory regime during the MCA–LIA transition. This characteristic shift is questioned by Lehner et al. (2012) who suggest a more moderate transition. We find the ocean circulation regime shift in our model to be strongly influenced by atmospheric variability regarding the timing but not the nature of the transition that is also found in the absence of prescribed atmospheric variability (compare Fig. 4). This is in good agreement with Palastanga et al. (2011), who report that a persistent negative NAO phase alone is insufficient to explain the LIA in a model study, but that additional AMOC weakening is necessary. In contrast to a basin wide cooling, high resolution sediment records indicate a warming trend in the central subpolar basin SST during the MCA–LIA transition (Miettinen et al., 2012) that is also reproduced by our model (not shown).

However, we want to emphasize that our model of intermediate complexity is of coarse resolution and lacks atmospheric internal variability. Thus, no dynamical atmospheric response to volcanic eruptions is present besides the prescribed stochastically reconstructed time series, which is a clear limitation of our study. Since SPG multi-stability has also been identified in a variety of AOGCMs (Born et al., 2013), it would be interesting to investigate the subpolar circulation dynamics in those models during the MCA–LIA transition in the light of our findings.

We also found our model to be very sensitive to small changes in the Nordic seas freshwater budget and sea-ice extent. This sensitivity might in part be model dependent, but in the light of the major changes in both Arctic freshwater budget (Curry and Mauritzen, 2005) and sea-ice extent (NSIDC, 2012) due to anthropogenic global warming, it raises the question of whether these regional changes might have hemispheric impacts as they presumably had in the past.
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